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Pack and sleeping

Pack, 65 litres
-20 ºC down sleeping bag (in reality only 
comfortable at -5 ºC)
Rubber sleeping mat (spare with rendez-
vous supplies as they get ripped)
Inflatable Therm-a-rest NeoAir upper body 
sleeping mat or equivalent

Night-time

Warm zipped jersey
Insulation jacket
Woollen hat covering ears
Good quality light raincoat with hood (pro-
vides extra layer for wind as well as rain)
Head torch, spare AAA lithium batteries
Mosquito repellent

Cooking

Ultra-light titanium pot
Matches
Camping gas and cooker
Spoon/fork
Freeze-dried food
Omani Riyals for Wukan and Al Hamra 
(denominations 20 or less)

First Aid

First aid kit
Ibuprofen
Blister plasters

Toiletries

Toilet paper (also used for starting cook-
ing fires)
Dry wash soap
Toothbrush and paste

Walking

Collapsible water bottle capacity 2.0 Litre 
(x 3 for summit as no water)
Chlorine dioxide tablets for dam water
or LifeStraw water filter with micro filter
Light quick-drying hiking trousers
Light quick-drying long-sleeved hiking shirt
Leather boots, socks, underwear
Sun runner cap with flaps for ears and 
neck
Sunscreen
Lip balm
Sunglasses

Navigation and Communication

Garmin and spare AA lithium batteries, two 
Garmin per hiking group
Maps, either folded sheet or book
Mobile phones for 4G (smart phone) and 
2G (for example Nokia dual SIM)
Power bank and leads for mobiles
Optional Emergency Beacon (for example 
PLB1 from Oceansignal)

Camera

Camera in soft case, spare batteries or 
rechargeable from power bank

Contacts in Oman who can arrange guides

As Sawjrah The Cliff Hotel, www.thecliffguesthouse.wordpress.com
Wadi Bani Awf The Bait Bimah Hotel, www.baitbimahoman.com
Misfat Al Abriyyin www.canyonadventurestours.com
Some tracks www.omantrekkingguides.com

Tour companies in Oman who can arrange logistics

Sport Zone LLC omansportszone@gmail.com

Guides and donkeys for the last four days

The contact for donkeys in the Al Jammah settlement, 2.4km west of Yiqa, is Abdullah Al 
Khambashi +968 9569 8833. Guides for this long remote section will insist on bringing 
donkeys to carry their own provisions as well as yours.
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Disclaimer

Every effort has been made in this book to inform you what to carry, and to give you suf-
ficient navigational aids to find drinking water every night. The author is not responsible 
for any dangerous circumstances you may encounter. Hike at your own risk. The reference 
information was correct when this book was published.
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Massage room in the five-star Alila Hotel

The Cliff Hotel in As Sawjrah, with rooms in restored village houses

Hotels and Food Parcel Delivery

Hotels who have received my recorded delivery posts of dried food parcels for collection 
are highlighted in green in Table 9. Allow three weeks for regular post before the hotel’s 
awknowledgement email. The contacts and addresses for postage for five hotels are 
listed below. As more walkers use their facilities it is likely more of these hotels in future 
will accept posted dried food for their walk-in guests. Their addresses and postage times 
will be updated on www.hajarhiking.com.

Day Location Nearest Hotel Road to 
hotel

Hotel Web Address

2 Wukan Sama Wakan 
Heritage Lodge

0 www.samaresorts.com

3 As Sawjrah The Cliff 0 www.thecliffguesthouse.word-
press.com

4 Ar Rus Alila Hotel 3.5km www.alilahotels.com
5 Ash Sharaf Shorfet Al Alamin 0 www.shorfetalalamin.com

Al Hoota Rest 
House

800m www.alhootaresthouse.com

6 Misfat Al Abriyyin Hospitality Inn 0 al-misfah-hospitality-inn-lud-
hiana

Misfah Old House 200m info@misfaholdhouse.com
7 Hayl Ash Shas The View 0 www.theviewoman.com
9 Jabal Shams 

plateau
Sama Heights 
Resort & Spa

0 www.samaresorts.com

Jebel Shams 
Resort

2.7km www.jebelshamsresort.com

12 Kurb Sama Heights 
Resort & Spa

9.3km www.samaresorts.com

Sunrise Resort 9.2km www.sunriseresort-om.com

Table 9

The Cliff: thecliffguesthouse@gmail.com, Mohammed Alsheriqi  +96898836356, Postal 
address: P. O. Box 1069, Postal Code 611, Nizwa, Sultanate of Oman. (postage 16 days)

For both Misfat Al Abriyyin hotels: info@canyonadventurestours.com, Abdul Rahman Al 
Abri, Postal address: P.O. Box 64, Postal Code 617, Al Hamra, Oman. (postage 21 days)

Sama Resorts are at Wukan and Jabal Shams plateau,  sales@samaresorts.com, Phone 
+968 24489853, Postal address: Golden Oryx Tours, 6th floor KFC building, Al Khuwair, 
Muscat, Sultanate of Oman.

Shorfet Al Alamin Hotel: shorfetalalamin@gmail.com, Ayetullah Sharif +96890268418, 
Postal address: P.O. Box. 3435, Postal Code 111, Nizwa, Sultanate of Oman.

Jabal Shams Resort: reservations@jabalshamsresort.com, Postal address: P.O. Box 
344,  Postal Code 617, Al Hamra, Sultanate of Oman.
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Arabic Glossary

aini falaj: water channel from a spring.
aresh: palm-frond roof shading the sabla village meeting place.
arif: official who supervises the day-to-day time schedule of a falaj.
aqbah: saddle pass on mountain ridge, changes to aqbat for a specifically named saddle.
athar: water share-time unit of the dawran, for the falaj.
dallah: Omani coffee pot.
daudi falaj: subterranean tunnel bringing aquifer water to the surface.
dawran: time cycle by which falaj water is distributed.
diyar: shawawi campsite on Jabal Shams, changes to hala and halil on Al Jabal Al Akhdar.
falaj: pl. aflaj, water channel.
ghaili falaj: water channel from surface water in a wadi, sometimes created by diversion dam.
hala: pl. halil, shawawi house-campsite on Al Jabal Al Akhdar, becomes diyar on Jabal Shams
hayl: pl. huyul, small mountain spring or seepage. Anglicised plural hayls is used.
hayl: a flat area in the mountains, usually suitable for grazing.
hayl tariq: a flat area with one track, hayl at turuq, flat area with many tracks.
isbar: territory with boundaries called dar for semi-nomadic pastoralists to browse goats.
majlis: pl. majalis, sitting room for entertaining guests, may be larger than a sabla.
masirat: deep wadi with water and cultivated terraces.
minbeq: small drip spring.
nom: sleep.
sabla: village meeting place, used daily in the past, but now mostly for weddings and funerals.
saqa or saeyn: goatskin liquid containers used for water, goat or cow milk and wine.
sarooj: ancient cement made by pulverising cooked residue of a mixture of clay, charcoal and 
lime, then mixing this dust with wheat stalks, wool and water.
sayl: irrigation by diverting flash floods with dams.
sharaf: mountain ridge, often used with another name to identify a particular ridge.
shiggy: branch fences on ledges confining domestic donkeys to a grazing area inside a wadi.
shawawi (adj.), shawawiya (noun): semi-nomadic pastoralists who live in the mountains.
tariq saeb: difficult walking track.
temimeh sheikh: chief of the tribe, the highest level sheikh.
wadi, a valley or ravine that is dry except in the rainy season. Wadi is not italicised as it is in 
common usage.
waqf: individual responsible for part-time community service.
wakil: Islamic agent.
zakat: a 5–10% tax on livestock or durable products such as grain, dried fruit and dried dates.

Technical Glossary

Anthropomorphic: ascribing human form or attributes to something not human.
Bajada: a broad slope of alluvial material at the foot of mountains.
Conglomerate: a coarse-grained sedimentary rock of rounded fragments embedded in a 
matrix of cementing material such as silica.
Diorite: intrusive igneous rock used for carving in Mesopotamia.
Garmin: a commercial battery device used for personal satellite navigation.
Piedmont: a gentle slope leading from the foot of mountains to a region of flat land.
Unconformity: a surface of contact between sedimentary rocks significantly different in age.
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200km Traverse of the
 Western Hajar Mountains

Track Report

Janneke and James are the first people to complete the traverse, a journey they made 
in January 2020. They found my website via Explorersconnect.com. This is their report:
 

Traversing the Hajar Mountains was the most incredible adventure of our lives. For 
two weeks we were taken out of the 21st century and into our own magical world where 
we slept under the stars and drank water from ancient reservoirs while barely seeing 
another soul, except wild donkeys and fearless mountain goats. 

John has crafted a wonderful route taking in the best of the Hajar Mountains 
while ensuring you are never too far from water or a local settlement, where you might 
be fortunate to encounter the generous hospitality of the Omani people. We set off as 
newcomers to the Omani mountains without a local guide; navigating was a rewarding 
experience using occasional painted markers, GPS and John’s daily description of the 
route. The hardest and most exposed parts of the trek are comparable to the GR20’s 
famous Cirque du Solitude, however with consistently good weather the Hajar Traverse 
is more welcoming.

Wild camping every night greatly contributed to our experience as it allowed us to 
cook during golden sunsets, fall asleep to shooting stars and rise with the morning sun. 
Before long our daily rhythm got in sync with the simple yet enriching mountain life. With 
time we learnt to distinguish between the unpredictable ‘man tracks’ and our preferred 
gently meandering donkey tracks.

In a valley high among the mountains we drank coffee with a shawawiya (semi-no-
madic pastoralist) sharing smiles and a few words of Arabic before we bid him goodnight 
to set up camp by a 3000 year old donkey track as the old decade faded into the new. 
If you are in search of an adventure with unexpected turns the Hajar Mountain Traverse 
will offer you a thousand and one.

Janneke and James

 This hiking guide details the first long
 distance walk across the Hajar Mountains
 in the southeast corner of Arabia. It is a

 challenging but not a technical climb from
 3,000m with exhilarating scenery 620m to

 in benign winter weather. The track
 follows the spine of the mountains with

 frequent diversions to natural springs that
 sustain a string of ancient villages. You

 will walk past spectacular rock formations,
 Bronze Age tombs and working examples

 of falaj irrigation that have been in
.use for over a thousand years
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